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Observations based on a high yield indication list (HYL) revealed that 80% of posttraumatic skull radiographs requested by physicians were not indicated. To investigate this possible overuse of radiography, 15 resident physicians who had used the HYL in a university emergency room were interviewed. The interviews included a questionnaire, case simulations, and discussion of actual head trauma patients. Several general reasons for the overuse were detected: (1) overriding indications to the HYL; (2) basic problem-solving strategies of the physicians (pattern recognition, method of exhaustion, and hypothesis generation and evaluation); (3) the context of the decision-making (patient and family expectations, mentor and peer pressure, malpractice threat, time management concerns); (4) fear of uncertainty; and (5) routines. It was found that overuse of diagnostic radiography was not perverse or irrational, but was produced by a complex mixture of actual expectation of yield from the procedure, personal approaches of the individual physicians, and pressures in the decision-making environment.

Several reports have described posttraumatic skull radiography as an overused procedure, producing insufficient diagnostic information or therapeutic impact to justify the number of examinations physicians request [1–3]. One project attempted to reduce the rate at which physicians requested skull films by supplying the physicians with a list of high yield indications [4, 5]. Later, when we measured physician response to a modified form of this high yield indication list (HYL), we observed that almost 80% of the radiographs were requested for patients who had no indications (Cummins RO, LoGerfo JP, Inui TS, Weiss NS, unpublished data). This surprising observation of so many unindicated radiographs stimulated the present study.

Our hypothesis was that clinicians were not perverse or irrational in their requests for posttraumatic skull films. Rather, they ordered radiographs for a variety of reasons—reasons with an underlying credibility and logic. To detect the rationale clinicians were using, we undertook an exploratory, descriptive study. For this preliminary project, overuse of skull radiographic examinations comprised radiographs that were not indicated according to the high yield indication list (fig. 1) [4]. By using a research interview method [6], we identified several reasons for possible overuse of skull films by clinicians.

Subjects and Methods

We interviewed a total of 15 first and second postgraduate year resident physicians who were in the emergency room at Harborview Medical Center in Seattle, Wash. This busy facility handles about 90 patients per day. All the physicians had used the HYL, which had been available for over 6 months.

The interviews comprised three parts: questionnaire, case simulations, and discussion of actual head trauma patients. The questionnaire explored knowledge of head trauma, and included scale item questions that asked if the physicians agreed or disagreed with ordering skull films in various clinical situations.
The case simulations described patients who had none of the high yield indications. The physicians were asked to consider their current practice and decide if they would obtain skull films. Those physicians who stated they would not were given a series of additional clinical items that altered the decision-making situation in several areas: expectations of radiographs by patient, family, mentors, and peer group; training program policies; litigation threats; and time management methods. Next, the physicians were asked if they would request skull films considering the additional data.

Finally, the interviewer (R.O.C.) selected several head trauma patients from the patient log of the previous day. These patients had been evaluated personally by the physicians being interviewed. The physicians were requested to review their decisions on ordering skull films, to discuss each patient’s presentation, and to trace the process they had followed for each decision.

Results

The questionnaire and case simulations used in these interviews stimulated discussion. For this preliminary study we did not analyze the responses in a formal descriptive manner. Instead, we subjectively interpreted these conversations, recognizing the potential biases of this ethnographic approach; sampling, interviewer, and interpretation [6].

The interviews identified several reasons for requesting non-HYL films: overriding indications, problem-solving strategies, context of decision-making, fear of uncertainty, and routines.

Overriding Indications

The resident physicians disagreed with our definition of overuse, insisting the HYL omitted important indications for skull films. By their criteria, most radiographs they requested were indicated, and overuse had not occurred. For them, a report of unconsciousness, brief amnesia, or severe trauma, plus physical findings of hematomas, lacerations, or intoxication, were indications, but had been omitted from the HYL. Because the HYL did not include these and similar indications, the physicians argued it lost much clinical usefulness, and they could ignore it.

Problem-Solving Strategies

Though our main focus was on why physicians requested skull films, we soon recognized that individual decisions for radiographs were inseparable from a clinician’s total decision-making strategy. The physicians seldom recalled making specific decisions to request or not to request skull films. Instead, skull films were a central component in their overall tactics for evaluating trauma patients. This evaluation generated a series of classification decisions: well/unwell, fracture/no fracture, intracranial damage/no intracranial damage, admission needed/admission not needed, disposition can be made/disposition cannot yet be made. Skull films were indispensable, not to identify fractures, but to make these numerous decisions. A negative film was as useful for this determination as a positive examination.

From our discussions we detected three decision-making approaches; requests for skull films seemed to be an integral part of each. First, some physicians displayed the pattern recognition (or Gestalt) approach [7], reaching confident decisions by using rapidly acquired clinical impressions. Their decisions to order radiographs stemmed logically from their perception of the severity of the injury and the quantity of trauma sustained.

Second, others followed the method of exhaustion [7, 8] meticulously obtaining the history, performing the physical examination, and collecting laboratory and radiographic data before making their decisions. To these physicians, skull films were fundamental for describing the patient in exhaustive detail.

The third and predominant approach was to consider each possibility as a hypothesis [9, 10] that was confirmed or disconfirmed on the basis of skull radiography. Several physicians admitted that radiographic procedures were more helpful in evaluating their hypotheses than were history and physical examination.

These three approaches were not exclusive. A single physician would use different strategies from patient to patient, and certain physicians would use elements from all techniques.

Context of the Decision to Order Radiographs

The case simulations, which did not alter the patient’s clinical presentation but rather the patient-physician environment, revealed additional reasons for radiography requests. For example, most of the physicians interpreted an expectation of radiographs by patients or family members as a demand for radiographs. Accounts were given of patients who came to the emergency room, not for a physician’s evaluation, but solely to be radiographed. For busy clinicians it was easier to obtain radiographs than to persuade anxious patients that identifying skull fractures had little usefulness.

Mentor and peer pressure were other constituents of the environment in which requests for radiographs were made.
In this teaching institution, highly respected attending physicians constantly reviewed the performance of the interviewed physicians. House officers managed patients with motor vehicle accidents. Physicians expressed concern over the evaluation of pathology produced by the discovery of radiographic examinations. The discovery of pathologic fractures was widely used to separate two of these examinations. Radiographic examinations were performed with radiographic findings immediately available. Dispersion decisions, such as sending the patients home or admitting them to the hospital, could be made at once. Other physicians preferred to perform serial neurologic examinations on head trauma patients, and the time spent in radiology was conveniently used to separate two of these examinations. In some instances, when evaluation was difficult, the time required for radiography was used to postpone decision-making.

**Fear of Uncertainty**

A strong fear of uncertainty seemed to underlie each physician's decisions. They wanted to be certain they had chosen the correct classification. To discharge a patient from the emergency room after head trauma was to classify that patient as well. The fear of mislabeling a patient as normal if the patient was really ill forced physicians to obtain numerous radiographs [17-19].

**Routines**

Finally, it became apparent while discussing actual cases that physicians occasionally request radiographs without following an obvious strategy. With no more information than a glance at the chief complaint on the emergency room sheet or a brief statement from a nurse, they would procure skull films. We can only speculate on the frequency of this routine ordering of films.

**Discussion**

Physician requests for radiographic procedures are not based on absolute indications, but are highly discretionary. Audits of patient referrals to radiology show notable varia-
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ography requests (Cummins RO, LoGerfo JP, Inui TS, Weiss NS, unpublished data), such criteria were not acceptable to clinicians as a method of defining overuse.

Noncompliance with the referral criteria was based on a number of considerations that were neither irrational nor reprehensible. Clinical logic, routines, concern for patients, social and professional pressures, and ingrained problem-solving strategies produced the “unindicated” radiographs.

Many of these ingredients can become targets for efforts to reduce excessive radiographic examinations. However, it would be unrealistic to ignore the complexity of clinicians’ reasons for ordering radiographs. Much of the behavior we observed resulted from “bounded rationality” [20] and “non-perfectability of man” [21], and to us seemed logical and understandable.

ADDENDUM

Since acceptance of this manuscript, the unpublished data by Cummins et al. has been submitted and accepted for publication: Cummins RO, LoGerfo JP, Inui TS, Weiss NS. High yield referral criteria for post-traumatic skull roentgenology: response to physicians and accuracy of criteria. JAMA 1980 (In press)
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